The system (A) describes n species, with populations xi, i = 1, . .,n, and death rates Di, competing for a single, limited resource S. This generalizes the model in [2] by allowing species-specific death rates. The species are assumed to feed on the resource with a saturating functional response to the resource density. Specifically, we assume that Michaelis-Menten kinetics or the Holling "disc" model describe how feeding rates and birth rates change with increasing resource density. Close parallels of this model in nature are e.g. the planktonic communities of unicellular algae in lakes and oceans. The species receive nutrient input from streams draining eroding water sheds or continental margins, and in lakes from nutrient regeneration during spring and fall overturn. For a more detailed biological background, we refer to [2] .
The system (B) which is a generalization of the model given by MacArthur [5] , has been discussed by Leung [4] . This competition model is based on Lotka-Volterra dynamics. It is also applicable to the economic study of n groups exploiting a single life resource.
The mathematical feature of this paper is to apply LaSalle's extension theorem of Lyapunov stability theory ( [I] or [3] ). This technique allows us to generalize the results in [2] and to give simple, elegant proofs.
LaSalle's extensions theorem.
We note the following definition and the theorem of LaSalle [3] which will be used in 90 3 and 4. Let (I): x' =f(x) be a system of differential equations. The vector-valued function f(x) is continuous in x for x E where G is an open set in R". Let V be a C' function on R n to R.
DEFINITION. We say V is a Lyapunov function in G for
( I )if v = grad V .f 5 0 on G. Let E = { x E G: V ( X ) = 0).
THEOREM. If V is a Lyapunov function in G for ( I ) , then each bounded solution x ( t ) G G of ( I ) , approaches M where M is the largest invariant set in E.
3. Model of Holling's-type. In this section, we will discuss the limiting behavior of solutions for the system (A).First we note the following lemmas, omitting the proofs (see [2] ). xi (t), i = 1, . . . ,n of ( A )are positive and bounded.
LEMMA3.1. The solutions S(t),

LEMMA3.2. Let bi
Our basic hypothesis is
The equations in ( A ) may be relabeled without loss of generality, so that the parameters hi are nondecreasing in i. We note that (H,) is more general than the hypothesis in [2] which excludes equality of this parameter for the first species. Let R be the w-limit set of the trajectory (S(t), xl(t), . . ., xn(t)) with the initial values S(0) = SO, xi(0) = xio, 1i i in. Let k be an integer such that a k = minlsksi {ai}.
Proof. A rearrangement of ( A )yields S ( t )-A; xI(t)= (mi-D i )---xi (t). ai + S ( t )
Since P I = . . . =Pi, from (B) it follows that
